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Rise from the Shadow, the fantasy action
RPG, launches a new franchise of exciting
fantasy RPG experiences for the service.

Developed by the team that produced Brave
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Frontier, a title that has amassed over
6,000,000 players in the west, and based on
the legendary Dragons Gate game, Rise from
the Shadow is centered on the central idea of
playing with the friends that you have made.

Rise from the Shadow will take place in a
new fantasy world where exploration is the

lifeblood of the game and your journey
unfolds as you interact with your friends.
Greetings, Deltree. This is your guardian

spirit, who in a past life, was once a fierce
warrior and member of the Tarnished Blades.
To protect you from the old mistakes of your
past, I hope you'll make the vow to remain
true to the Tarnished Blades and perhaps
one day ascend to the title of Hierarch. To
become such a distinguished leader, you
must become the best person you can be

and be able to rely on your weapon of
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choice, the Simpleton's Fist. To truly become
such a leader, the Simpleton's Fist must be

the best weapon for you to wield. The
dynamic evolutions of your pet companion,
Diablo, are now available to all players. For
each evolution, Diablo gains a new passive
ability and an evolution token. Coming soon
are new Weapon, Shield, and Mount classes.

New characters were also added to the
game. Welcome to the New World! As you
may have noticed, the Weapon and Shield
class have been given a buff. These two

classes now attack with short, blunt weapons
and yet deliver devastating damage. Starting
today, you can now evolve your Vilered to a
Level 1 Vilered. The Vilered will be able to

learn new attacks that will become available
as it reaches higher levels. When you equip
any weapon, shield, or mount, you can now
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apply a special effect known as the Outlaw's
Stamp. The outlaw's stamp evolves your

Vilered's attacks and will also affect your pet
when it is in the same zone. ABOUT NEW

CHARACTER CLASSES New Character Class:
Weapon Class Leading off the Novice As a

new character, the Weapon Class can learn
the Shortsword, which deals piercing

damage and has a low cooldown. Armadillo!
The average Stamina of your pet in the New

World is improved by 70%.
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Elden Ring Features Key:
A Character Customization tool that lets you create your own character.
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An extensive Avatar Editor that allows you to customize your character's appearance.
The start of the Old Empire in an open world setting, where brand new content updates are being added with

each chapter release.
Innovaion to the Rating System of the TOES Genre. MMO Rating criteria updated.

Engaging, fast-paced, asynchronous multiplayer combat experience. A refresh of the PvP aspects of the
TOES Genre with a dynamic permanent death system, rewards, and improved matchmaking service.

An asynchronous online experience, where players can play disconnected simultaneously.
PvP combat with an adjustable difficulty level that has both easy and hard cases.

Crafting system.
An interconnected world with a seamless progression system in every chapter release.
“Arichaeus Diary”. Record and become famous as a legendary fairy tale writer.
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Add-on content: The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim -
Hearthfire (ESO+): Hearthfire, the latest add-on
for The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim, allows players to
access the lands between the two islands of
Whiterun and Windhelm. Players can now own
and manage their own homesteads in the
Shivering Isles. The homesteads include a
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home, outbuildings, and crops for the player to
plant, and a farmhouse for raising and herding
horses, sheep, chickens, and pigs. The player
has the option to buy a workshop and
houseboat on the coast of Windhelm, which
enables the player to upgrade all equipment.
Harvesting is also supported in the homesteads,
using a skilling trainer that enables the player to
gather ingredients, such as iron ore or sawn
lumber. The Hearthfire patch is approximately
270MB and includes some optional content. This
includes the Radiant Story DLC which you can
download from the same link. The Elder Scrolls
V: Skyrim - Dawnguard (ESO+): Dawnguard, a
free add-on for The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim,
allows the player to enter the Twilight realms,
the corruption-infused environments created by
the Vampire Lord. The Dawnguard are the latest
guardians of the realm and protectors of the
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new settlements in the Twilight. In addition to
living in the Twilight, the Dawnguard also play a
powerful role in the main storyline of the main
game. The patch is approximately 320MB and
includes some optional content. Rift. Now you
can play with your friends in multiplayer free-for-
all and team battle arenas. A FREE MOBILE
GAME that lets you battle your friends using
both Xbox and the iPhone. Build and master
your Home Base that evolves as you level up
and brings your friends along! Game Center —
Where your battles count. The ability to battle
your friends using both the iPhone and Xbox!
The Apartment (with a kitchen!), a full-featured
home! Party, an activity hub! Reach the highest
levels and become a legendary hero in this
online multiplayer RPG. Select the weapons,
armor and magic that will best suit your heroic
style. Master dynamic special attacks and
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special abilities! Get a powerful personal shield
or training your weapon with magical
enhancements! Let your character evolve
through 26 tiers and 9 classes! bff6bb2d33
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The fantasy action RPG ELDEN RING comes to
the Nintendo Switch console! The Legend of
Heroes is the new game that originates from the
“Card Battle Arcana Symbols”, an anime series
that made a huge impact on fans! If you enjoy
the “Card Battle Arcana Symbols” anime that
ran from 1998 to 2002, then the Legend of
Heroes game will not only appeal to you, but will
also allow you to live out your dream as a
commander of the Elden Ring and a hero of the
Elden Lands! Gameplay features THE RIDE OF
YOUR LIFE BATTLE WITH YOUR COUSINS CLOUD
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INVADER DIFFICULT BATTLE SYSTEM GRAPHICS
THAT YOU’D EXPECT FROM CAPCOM MEET NEW
CHARACTERS AND NEW WEAPONS REVEAL THE
MYSTERY THAT HAS BEEN WAITING FOR YOU
The Legend of Heroes arrives on Nintendo
Switch on May 16, 2019 in Japan. ■ Gameplay
(may differ from the PS4) 1. Battle System This
is a new action RPG that utilizes “Card Battle
Arcana Symbols”. By using “Card Battle Arcana
Symbols”, the battle system of Legend of
Heroes will have all of the high appeal you have
come to expect from CAPCOM and the latest
RPG’s. By using the magical power of the Elden
Ring, you can freely use “Arcana” to enhance
the power of your attacks. ■ Non-Limited
Attacks When using the non-limited attacks, you
will be able to freely use whichever favorite
“Arcana” you want. Moreover, the “Arcana” that
you use will be amplified depending on the
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battle conditions. 2. Movements By tapping the
Switch Lite Joy-Con, you can quickly move. By
tapping the Joy-Con with the other hand, you
can freely move and freely throw your “Arcana”.
* You can freely use the method described
above whether you are in a turn based battle or
a real time battle. 3. Battle Results The results
of battles will have a fluid, exciting feeling. You
will be able to freely check your status at the
“Demon Screen”, control your character

What's new in Elden Ring:

Hop on the royal highway for the Lands Between. Craft weapons and
armor and experience an epic tale full of twists and turns.

Purchase now at:
PS4 | Xbox One
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Rissiinot - Roaring Battle

(PS4, Xbox)

Rapidly paced action RPG of the Battle Royale genre

Succinct turn-based battle system

Rapidly driven to the battlefield

Displayed a visual difference and variety between actions

Executes high-paced action in the battlefield

Various allies can be utilized, as the allies' critical rate differs

Highly stylized battles with strong graphics

War cry after victory
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